The neutral meson was introduced ( 1) in order to account for the far that the proton-proton (P-P) force and proton-neutron (P-N) force L1 nuclear forces are equal. Since then, attempts have been made to disco ,r neutral mesons in cosmic-raysY)
less than 10 12 ev. do not exist in the primary of the cosmic-ray, and that the penetrating particles are not electrons since they do not produce showers, and hence the primary consists of charged particles of the penetrating type, which, together with other facts identifies them as protons. This is the proton hypothesis, which has fundamentally revolutionized the conception as to the structure of cosmic-rays. According to this way of thought, the soft-component of cosmic-rays is obtained by protons producing mesons due to BremslIllg in the atmosphere, and these in turn decaying into electrons. Therefore, the protons must produce a certain number of mesons before reaching a depth in the atmosphere equivalent to 1.5 meters water (Bcm. Hg), which corresponds to the maximum in the Pfotzer curve. Thus again, it must be considered that the protons produce some mesons in the lead shields of thicknesses 4 , ..... '1 Bcm. in Schein's apparatus. Now if we consider the afore-mentioned theory of nuclea.r forces, it is seen that about one-third of these must be neutral mesons; and if these decay into ,-rays according to the Sakata process, they would produce showers within the lead if their life-time T" is shorter than 10-9 see., which would mean that the incident particles do produce showers, in contradiction to Schein's experiment.
In the early stages, it was thought that the estimation, by Sakata and Tanikawa,m of the life-time as being To.--10-16 sec. would present grave difficulties to relativistic quantummechanics.
Therefore it was deemed necessary, if the proton hypothesis were to be admitted, either to consider neutral mesons as non·existent, or to assume their life-time as lying be· tween 10-8 and 10-6 sec.
Taking To > 10-6 would contradict with the Pfotzer curve. Also, it was considered inconsistent with experiments on and below the surface of the earth to take To= <Xl. On the other hand, it disagrees with the result of Nishina and Birus (3 ) to assume To > 10-9 • Then, if neutral mesons are considered not to exist, the conception of nuclear forces must be altered.
A pair theory was proposed/OJ but calculations by Ozak{') showed that this did not improve matters. Heitler and Ma's theoryCS) does n0t require neutral mesons.
Incidentally, Sakata pointed out to me personally that the neutral mesons' decaying into ,-rays would probably be contradictory against the magnitude of the neutrino loss in cosmic-ray energy relationsY) Subsequently, Nakamura made detailed calculations as to the lifetime of the neutral meson, and obtained the following results:
On the Neutral jj,leson
Pseudo-scalar theory: TQ= 1.1 x 10-10 sec. Vector theory:
To=2 X 10-6 sec.
According to this, the pseudo-scalar theory contradicts with Schein's experiment, whereas the vector theory, though compatible in this point, disagrees with Nishina and Birus' experiment. It must be admitted, however, that the latter experiment, though providing a sufficiently stipulative criterion in the days when meson theory used to over-estimate the crosssection for mutual transformation between charged and neutral mesons due to nucleons, cannot be counted as such a critical factor in determining the existence of non-existence of neutral mesons today, when the cross-section for the scattering of charged mesons by nucleons (which is a process on equal footing with the above) is, according to Wilson,(lO) about 10-IS cm~. at IOn ev., and theoretically too, a small value is obtained by taking damping into consideration; so that now the discrepancy should rather be looked upon as being within the experimental error of Nishina and Birus.
Thus the neutral meson seems to be admissible if the vector theory is taken, but we must further examine the various results as to cosmic-rays on the basis of the proton hypothesis.
The proton hypothesis has undergone brilliant developments due to the earnest and prolonged discussions at the Nishina Laboratory of the Scientific Research Institute and subsequent great efforts of Tamaki.(1ll It has now become possible to examine the question of neutral mesons on these grounds.
I n the figure, the Scurve is the curve for the hard component as obtained by Schein and his co-workers. It has been made clear by Tamaki that the intensity of the primaries is given by an extrapolation of this curve, and hence the hard components must decrease monotonously from the top of the atmosphere without making a crest. However, Tamaki's analysis does not take neutral mesons into account. The S-curve may be conversely obtained by assuming that these incident protons produce several mesons which decrease through decaying after a life-time of '0= 3 x 10' sec.
Again, the decayed electrons produce the soft component by a cascade process.
These combined give the T-curve (Tamaki curve). (T-S is the soft component curve.) Now, this T-curve should coincide with the Pfotzer curve P, but actually it lies far lower. Thus the idea of "fluffy mesons" was introduced in the course of discussion at the aforesaid Nishina Laboratory. This assumes the production, by protons colliding with the atoms in the atomosphere, of mesons with energies so low as to prevent them from penetrating the lead shields in Schein's apparatus.
At a glance, the neutral mesons seems to make up for the difference between the T-and P-curves, thus dispensing with the necessity of "fluffy mesons". Let us examine this more closely. When the soft component is produced from the hard, an amount of energy equal to that of the former "escapes" in the form of neutrinos, so if this is considered, a curve which corresponds to the superposition of T-S on the T-curve is obtained. This is given by hard--!-2 s~ft. Now, since the areas of the hard and soft curves are approximately equal (i.e. S=T-S), and since the number of neutal mesons produced is thought to be about half that of charged mesons, the area of the former becomes [Area of hard + 2 x S:lft] +2 (assuming the life-time of neutral mesons approximately equal to that of the charged), and this curve added on the T-curve gives the N-curve. The area of this N -curve is roughly equal to that of the P-curve, though its maximum lies too low, and the agreement may be improved by taking 'o<lO,-e sec. But this theory, unlike that involving "fluffy mesons", fails to solve the problem of the selective direction of cosmic-rays in the upper atmosphere.
Furthermore, let us examine the energy relations, that is to say, the neutrino loss. According to this thought, we obtain, taking T= 2S,
On the other hand, since neutrino 10ss=1, we conclude, neutrino loss 1 total incident energy 4.5 .
But in Tamaki's case, the total incident intensity is given by the ex tension of the S-curve, and the neutrino loss by the result of Bowen, Millikan and Neher's experiment,c12) These lead to a far larger value of the above ratio, i.e.
neutrino loss 8 total incident energy = 13'
If the neutral meson is taken into account, the computation for the Scurve differs somewhat from that of Tamaki's in that the meson term of the expression giving the intensity of the hard component must be multiplied by 2/3. In this way the top of the S-curve can be regarded as rising a little above the incident intensity, thus cutting down the proportion of the neutrino loss, but this rising cannot exceed 10%, and hence the value 8/13 cannot possibly be cut down to 1/4.5. This is a defect fatal to the assumption that neutral mesons transform into r-rays. Furthermore, if the life-time of the neutral meson is taken as To.-2 X 10-6 sec., and they are assumed to exist in cosmic-rays, it will have effect on the ratio of soft and hard components on the ground. This was used by Euler and Heisenberg(28) in the calculation of the life-time of mesons:
From this To.-2 x 10-6 sec. was obtained, but later, a more detailed calculation was made by Pomerantz,cJ3J resulting in To-4-12 X 1O-6 sec. Thus it is seen that this method is extremely inaccurate, and further, if we consider that soft particles decaying from neutral mesons are included in this soft intensity, we must take D much smaller than the observed value, which would make Dj M smaller, and consequently To even larger still, quite contrary to fact. Therefore, the life-time of neutral mesons must be taken much shorter than that of the charged mesons, i.e.
To « 2 x 10-6 sec. On the other hand it would disagree with experiments on and below the surface of the earth as well as the Sakata process to assume them as not decaying at all. Therefore it must be thought that neutral mesons transform into several neutrinos. So lQng as we take the Sakata process into account, the life-time is inevitably '0<10-16 sec. in the pseudo-scalar theory, The ratio is thus seen almost to coincide with the experimental value 8/13 if "fluffy" neutral mesons are taken into account. Sakata obtains the above value from his theory, but by Tamaki's analysis shown in a separate paper, it appears better to consider, since the neutrino loss in meson decay in low altitudes accounts for half the energy loss, that a charged meson decays into one electron and one neutrino.
Even if such a postulate as that of Heitler and Ma is not taken for nuclear forces, Tomonaga's theory, which considers explosion, might be able to attribute nuclear forces to many charged mesons, without resorting to neutral mesons, and this might be favourable to Breit's range of the P-P force. But according to Tomonaga, such a state of affairs could be realized only if the interaction were "downright" strong, and for ordinary strengths, the neutral meson is absolutely indispensable. There is a certain extent of parallel relations between Tomonaga's theory and that of Heitler and Ma, but they break down at this point. From the above consideration of neutrino loss in cosmic-rays, the neutral meson is by all means necessary.
Furthermore, if the pseudo-scalar theory is assumed so that the neutral meson decays into neutrinos after a life-time To < 10-16 sec., the interaction between a neutral meson and a neutrino becomes, denoting the interaction constant by j, whereas that between a charged meson and a neutrino was g,z/1ic.-1O-17 • Thus, though still small compared to electrical interactions (cf., e 2 /1ic.-..-10-\ g2/1ic.-1O-1 ), the interaction with neutrinos becomes far larger than hitherto considered, and consequently a greater opportunity is offered for a neutrino to be observed.
